
Raux  Brothers  Partners  With
Warwick Fabrics

Raux  Brothers,  a  manufacturer  of  wooden  furniture,  partners  with  Warwick
Fabrics to offer an additional touch of elegance to consumers’ abodes.

Warwick is a fabric and textile wholesaler that provides high-quality fabric to
industry specialists. Driven by the desire to be at the cutting edge of fashion
trends, Warwick will continually seek to design products that inspire people to
redefine their interior landscape.

“We are very proud and passionate about sending our fabrics from Australia to all
around the world. We are excited to be here in Sri Lanka. It is the perfect time for
us to partner with Raux Brothers as we are the exclusive distributor in the Sri
Lankan market. We have lots of products, be it for a hotel, residential project, or
hospital project, be it vinyl or pure leather. Our one-stop-shop has it all,” Matt
Giliam,  Victorian  and  Export  Manager  –  Warwick  Fabrics  stated  during  the
Warwick  Fabric  collection  launch  event.  “We  have  an  international  colour
palette,” he added. Even in Australia, the colours required vary in Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane due to different  climates with Brisbane requiring more
tropical colours with temperatures similar to Sri Lanka while Melbourne is colder,
especially  during  the  winter.“We  have  different  textures  according  to  these
requirements and colour is a very important part.”
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Raux Brothers has always strived to create an inspiring selection experience for
their loyal customers. They not only focus on the elegance of the old but also
present the option of contemporary and crafted masterpieces gracefully balancing
both styles.  Focusing on specific and varying needs in the form of the home
concept, Raux Brothers presents a range of product categories. As their latest
addition, Raux Brothers showcases Warwick Designer Fabrics in their showrooms
adding further value to their products.


